Acura Drivers can Find Quality Service for Their Vehicle During the Winter Months at Acura of Salem

Winter Season Maintenance Available at Acura of Salem

SALEM, Ore. (PRWEB) February 02, 2019 -- The Midwest has been experiencing a polar vortex with plummeting temperatures that are reaching more than 40 degrees below zero when windchill is accounted for. In the Pacific Northwest, drivers have noticed a drop in temperatures as well, though they certainly haven’t been as drastic. Still, drivers should continue making sure that their Acura vehicle is healthy all season long.

Acura drivers looking to keep their vehicle maintained during the winter season may do so by visiting Acura of Salem, which offers an on-site service center. The trained technicians at the service center can do a variety of tasks ranging from basic oil changes to more complicated engine work.

During the winter months, the technicians recommend that drivers have their oil changed regularly, along with making sure that fluids are topped off or switched with winter-season variations. Other recommended maintenance tasks include testing the car battery and replacing it if necessary, inspecting and replacing the tires, inspecting the engine thermostat and so much more.

Drivers interested in having their vehicle serviced at Acura of Salem are encouraged to contact the dealership’s service department through its website (www.acuraofsalem.com) or by phone at 888-229-9882. Acura of Salem is located at 2475 Commercial Street Se in Salem.
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